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Finally, forGarmin GPS device, you can also add the free updates
you get through their website or the store. This is particularly
useful to avoid getting locked to a contract. Basically, Garmin

measures and records certain data that you can exploit to a certain
extent. However, an update is not always free. For example, a

monthly subscription is necessary. Many other functions are also
paid, including warranty, insurance andlocating the nearest repair
shop. There is an alternative to this paid option: {ez_ad_units.push
([[468,60],'gps_update_com-medrectangle-3','ezslot_6',106,'0','0'])

};__ez_fad_position('div-gpt-ad-gps_update_com-
medrectangle-3-0');If you have a navigation assistant, such as a

TomTom, this can also be considered. However, it is necessary to:
The management of theNissanConnectportal can be very powerful.
Along with the many useful functions it includes, the GPS can also
be used toknow your driving habits. This means that every time

you place your vehicle in Pilot mode, a certain amount of
information will be gathered and sent to the company. While

onlocating services, your movements will be sent automatically to
the company. Also, the driver's reaction time is recorded. As a
result, the logistics management systemwill be able to track

thedistance and time spenton the road, identify overused routes
and send only the most suitable products to stores that are a long

way away. An internal antennawill be useful when you can’t rely on
Wi-Fi or the mobile network. You can use this antenna to extend
the range of your mobile signal. However, the antenna should

never be connected to a car’s overhead wiring system.
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